
Four Columbians Win 
Guggenheim Fellowships
The prestigious prize will enable them to pursue independent projects of their 
choice.

By Eve Glasberg
April 16, 2024

Four Columbia professors will receive Guggenheim Fellowships this year to pursue an 
independent  project  of their choice. They are among 188 American and Canadian 



scientists, scholars in the social sciences and humanities, and writers and artists of all 
kinds selected from over 3,000 applicants for a 2024 fellowship.

Since its establishment in 1925, the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation has 
given nearly $400 million in fellowships to more than 19,000 individuals; over 125 of its 
alumni are Nobel laureates, members of all the national academies, and winners of the 
Pulitzer Prize, Fields Medal, Turing Award, Bancroft Prize, and National Book Award, 
among other top honors. 

Here’s what the Columbians plan to accomplish in the next year:

Bruno Bosteels, Acting Dean of Humanities, and Jesse and George Siegel Professor in 
the Humanities, Department of Latin American and Iberian Cultures, will be writing 
about the social function of literature, and examining literature as a set of forms of 
reality.

Adama Delphine Fawundu, Assistant Professor, Visual Arts Program, School of the Arts, 
will create an experimental film, Circadian Riddims, filmed entirely in slow motion, which 
will provoke healing in a time of post-trauma.

Jack Halberstam, David Feinson Professor of Humanities, Department of English and 
Comparative Literature, will be writing about a new generation of trans and queer artists 
who reach back to the 1970s to retrieve a vocabulary of unbuilding, unmaking, 
unbecoming, and undoing to represent sexual and gender variance. 

Nicola López, Associate Professor, Visual Arts Program, School of the Arts, will, through 
her artwork, The Haunting—a series of large-scale drawings with video projected onto 
them—explore the intersection of nature and the built environment.

https://www.gf.org/announcements/
https://laic.columbia.edu/content/bruno-bosteels
https://arts.columbia.edu/profiles/adama-delphine-fawundu
https://english.columbia.edu/content/jack-halberstam
https://arts.columbia.edu/profiles/nicola-lopez


The Guggenheim Fellowships for 2024 have been officially announced, and several 
School of the Arts alumni across various disciplines have joined the ranks of this 
prestigious program. These awards—which are among the most prestigious, 

https://www.gf.org/announcements/


competitive fellowships in the arts and humanities—grant recipients funding to pursue 
creative projects under "the freest possible conditions." 

The 2024 recipients include Writing alumni Mai Der Vang ’14 and Tracy K. Smith ’97, 
who both received fellowships in Poetry, Thomas Beller ’92, who received a General 
Nonfiction fellowship, and Emma Cline ’13, whose fellowship is in European and Latin 
American Literature. 

Several Visual Arts alumni were also awarded fellowships, including Associate 
Professor Nicola Lopez ’04 and Assistant Professor Adama Delphine Fawundu ’18, 
who each received awards in Fine Arts. Adjunct Assistant Professor Ben Hagari 
’14 also received a fellowship in Film-Video.

This year, many of the fellows' projects respond directly to some of the most pressing 
issues of our day, including democracy and politics, identity, disability activism, machine 
learning, incarceration, climate change, and community. 

“Humanity faces some profound existential challenges,” said Edward Hirsch, award-
winning poet and president of the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, in a 
press release. “The Guggenheim Fellowship is a life-changing recognition. It’s a 
celebrated investment into the lives and careers of distinguished artists, scholars, 
scientists, writers and other cultural visionaries who are meeting these challenges head-
on and generating new possibilities and pathways across the broader culture as they do 
so.”

Approximately 188 fellows were chosen out of a pool of 3,000 applicants. This year’s 
cohort was selected, following a multi-step application and rigorous peer review 
process, on the criteria of exceptional promise and prior career achievement. 
Guggenheim fellows include more than 125 Nobel laureates, members of all the 
national academies, and winners of prestigious prizes such as the Pulitzer, Fields 
Medal, National Book Award, and more. 

https://arts.columbia.edu/profiles/nicola-lopez
https://arts.columbia.edu/profiles/adama-delphine-fawundu
https://arts.columbia.edu/profiles/ben-hagari
https://arts.columbia.edu/profiles/ben-hagari


Tamarind exhibition uproots expectations
abqjournal.com/1305035/tamarind-exhibition-uproots-expectations.html

"Parasites, Prosthetics, Parallels and
Partners" (5), 2017, multi-color
monoprint collage assembled from
lithographically printed elements by
Nicola López. Collaborating printers: Ash
Armenta, Thomas Cert. (Courtesy of
Tamarind Institute)
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. — Nicola López
melds the natural with the
manufactured, creating a language of
parallels and paradoxes.

Now living in Brooklyn, N.Y., López
regularly stops by Albuquerque’s
Tamarind Institute to create both
editions and monoprints. The Santa Fe
native creates with an anthropologist’s
eye, using printmaking, drawing, collage
and installation to create maps of the
physical and psychological experience
of contemporary cityscapes.

“Parasites, Prosthetics, Parallels and Partners,” her latest Tamarind series, runs through
April 27. The prints show a series of trees entangled, propped up and webbed by ladders,
poles and scaffolding.

“Growing up in Santa Fe and still being connected to Santa Fe is a really big influence,” she
said in a telephone interview from Brooklyn. “It’s that push and pull between nature and the
built environment.”

López wraps her trees in a sense of mystery. It’s not clear whether they are dead, dying or
surviving.

She discovered her muse during a residency in Austria.

“I was making a drawing and somebody said, ‘You need a tree,’ ” she said.

López made a sculpture of a tree, then cut it into pieces to reconfigure it.
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“I showed the ladders and the scaffolding holding together this tree. It’s not bursting with
leaves and flowers.”

The ladders and supports surrounding it could be castoffs from a building project.

“These two different worlds are coming together with this imagery,” she said. “It’s hard to tell
where one is prosthetic to another one. As in the city, the roots are kicking up the asphalt
and displacing what was built.”

López majored in anthropology and then received a master of fine arts at Columbia
University, where she now teaches studio art and drawing.

López has long worked with imagery delving into the accelerated growth of industry,
architecture and technology.

Her next project involves animation of her own photographs of cities topped by her
drawing.

“It’s also about the built lands again —— how we define it and how it defines us. It goes
from tangible sites to an intangible environment of dystopian cities,” she said. “We live in a
mass-produced world.”

WHAT: “Nicola López: Parasites, Prosthetics, Parallels and Partners”
WHEN: 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Tuesday-Saturday or by appointment through April 27.
WHERE: Tamarind Institute, 2500 Central SE

HOW MUCH: Free at 277 3901; tamarind@unm.edu
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At new Neiman Gallery exhibit, psychedelic prints bleed into
negative space

columbiaspectator.com/arts-and-entertainment/2018/10/23/at-new-neiman-gallery-exhibit-psychedelic-
prints-bleed-into-negative-space

“Absence Makes the Heart Grow Fonder,” on display at the LeRoy Neiman Gallery, pushes
the printmaking medium to its limits and literally beyond, as the prints spill into an
unconventional plane.

Until Oct. 30, the gallery is staging the exhibition curated by Cary Hulbert, MFA ’16, and
organized by Marie Tennyson, associate director of the LeRoy Neiman Center for Print
Studies. Hulbert has brought an unusual group of artists together, including former
Columbia visual arts professor Judy Pfaff, David Altmejd, MFA ’01, Director of
Undergraduate Studies Nicola López, MFA ’04, Chris Ofili, and Dasha Shishkin, MFA ’06.

Hulbert’s determination to demonstrate the scope of printmaking in contemporary art is
the driving force behind this exhibit. Hulbert says that one way to exemplify the
contemporaneous nature of printmaking is by showcasing technological processes used by
print artists.
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“A lot of [the prints] are either laser cut or use digital techniques—which Nicola [López]’s do
well,” Hulbert said. “Some of them have rhinestones; some of them have pearls sewn into
them. They are really pushing the boundary of traditional printmaking.”

López’s laser cut prints hollow out space among silhouettes of trees, backed by warm and
citrus-hued sunsets. As the material between the branches disappears from the chine-collé,
an extra depth is created from shadows that dance behind the excavated print.

In the case of Altmejd, his prints combine laser cuts and upside-down, vandalized, and
photographed faces, with coffee stains and rhinestones trespassing the surrounding white
border. One of the upside-down faces is associate director Tennyson herself.

Ofili is famously known for his “The Holy Virgin Mary,” situating the black Madonna on a
canvas of elephant dung and close-up pictures of butts. In the Neiman gallery exhibit, Ofili’s
photogravures bask in mists of inky darkness that are occasionally offset by a distinctly
shaped eye or figure.

In addition to Ofili’s 16 contributions to the gallery, Pfaff, who specializes in sculptural
installation, offered two pieces, “...The three fishes…” and “...and the crane thought…” In awe
of the visual hallucinatory effects that the prints have, Hulbert is excited to be displaying
Pfaff.

“It's very loose, trippy, letting it bleed off the border, the way the frame even is a
continuation of the piece itself,” Hulbert said. “It’s organic but at the same time has tons of
detail.”

Like Pfaff’s psychedelia, Dasha Shishkin’s puzzle print “Hideous Potato, missed terribly, with
likes and no hate” disorientates the onlooker. Made up of nine separate pieces, Shishkin’s
artwork can be framed individually, rearranged into infinite options, or placed into a single
portfolio.

“It's one of those works you can really get lost in,” Tennyson said. “The more you look at it,
the more you figure out—maybe—what you're looking at.”

Bamboozling spectators and forcing them to get lost in a medium reputed to be mechanical
is exactly the effect Hulbert desired for the show. Through exemplifying the depth and
innovative charisma prints can have, the curator hopes people can see printmaking as
breaking boundaries and crossing lines.

“Printmaking can often seem folky or traditional,” Hulbert said. “I chose the artists to show
the students here at Columbia just how far the medium can be pushed.”

Alejandra Quintana contributed reporting.
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samuel.jones@columbiaspectator.com | @ColumbiaSpec
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Friday Feature 
IFPDA Spring Online Print Fair 

Image: Nicola Lopez, Phase Change 1, 2008 (right), Phase Change 2, 2008 (left), mixed media monotypes 

Leslie Sacks Gallery is pleased to announce participation in the 2021 IFPDA Spring Online 
Print Fair taking place May 14 through May 28. The gallery will be presenting a selection of 
editions and works on paper by Post War and Contemporary artists. 

Derrick Adams 
Georges Braque 

Will Cotton 
Jim Dine 

Helen Frankenthaler 
David Hockney 
Minjung Kim 
Nicola Lopez 

Eddie Martinez 
Robert Motherwell 

Jonas Wood 
 

Visit Our Booth 

LESLIESACKS.COM 

GALLERY@LESLIESACKS.COM 

TEL. +1 310 264 0640

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001I190dgaBW-dWUZ1jQlO87FqGXe3GxJ31_x4wWPTnW1CR-5EgnZeRuhBi8OLO6uxuJvbLLT57Go0qc3LA0KkzPiqOOK2pYYqm93072reCFb8q_Ep__VKQghsY8ckr2WC4JoBohOma7x6L35TB0Vp9bDbSjclOM2Fy0MqtU6qkQp_C0c9LBQ0dE59StMF9nMS3rY7iwXejPuSnMEjmzduA5A==&c=8druxs-Svzrd_9D4cknc72ZPZ94aPs__HyeSMeIrkHeFde_acbcVnA==&ch=XEXA0dMSCVZ5dB-9G_J6eJ-3OLoz6orDJyMQxQcg2FFOPT27Q9TJzw==&jrc=1
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001I190dgaBW-dWUZ1jQlO87FqGXe3GxJ31_x4wWPTnW1CR-5EgnZeRuhBi8OLO6uxuJvbLLT57Go0qc3LA0KkzPiqOOK2pYYqm93072reCFb8q_Ep__VKQghsY8ckr2WC4JoBohOma7x6L35TB0Vp9bDbSjclOM2Fy0MqtU6qkQp_C0c9LBQ0dE59StMF9nMS3rY7iwXejPuSnMEjmzduA5A==&c=8druxs-Svzrd_9D4cknc72ZPZ94aPs__HyeSMeIrkHeFde_acbcVnA==&ch=XEXA0dMSCVZ5dB-9G_J6eJ-3OLoz6orDJyMQxQcg2FFOPT27Q9TJzw==&jrc=1
http://lesliesacks.com/
mailto:GALLERY@LESLIESACKS.COM


Above: Nicola López, Stolen Sky, 2020


PPE 
An Online Exhibition curated by Kaela Mei-Chee Chambers 

and Farah Mohammad 

May 3 - July 2, 2021 

PPE features recent artworks by 15 artist who work in and around the medium of printmaking. 
The show was conceived the week of the Covid-19 lockdowns in March 2020. In the months 
that followed, many of us permanently and abruptly lost access to people and places that 
significantly impacted our lives. For some printmakers, whose practice requires the use of 
shared workspace and equipment, the closures and new safety measures of the past year 
precipitated alternative ways of working. Globally we became united in the experience of 
physical or emotional distance, in grief, and in the recognition of injustices laid bare by the 
pandemic. With PPE we present the stories that brewed the artists’ experiences of this time.  

The %tle of the exhibi%on projects dual meanings on the acronym PPE: Personal Protec%ve Equipment 
but also Printmakers in the Pandemic Era. Both themes are touched upon throughout the show. All of 
the works featured were made within the last year. 

Ar%sts included in the exhibi%on: GarreD Ball, Nathan Ng Catlin, Mark Dion, Juan David Hernandez, Cary 
Hulbert, Bicheng Liang & Yixuan Shao,Tahir Carl Karmali, Nicola López, Raphaela Melsohn, Lily Moebes, 
Golbanou Moghaddas, Jeremy Ruiz, Lane Sell, Kyung Eun You 

LeRoy Neiman Gallery 
310 Dodge Hall 

2960 Broadway at 116th St 
New York, NY 10027 

For more information, please visit our website or contact us at neimancenter@columbia.edu (212) 854-7641.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001BfCJtCGm2f4DutxFKUWA_dSoAkOJf8vlm43JqvBkFxysB3JWu2mpDxfenesX0UHJe2ynoRMsGFY52LkT5c6csvWx0cqxumaayzJWvKSkHbWxY8-sTnBVcZGaJd1uZWThaVOvPvt-wmSsYZoCmY24GVrJ9jJBcwrm_hFexOx_9ZPVWFFF92EZJA==&c=5lKLQ1KyUevWRRLj5Z3dqvx_EvRwUxOfNCO7ZqOy-iHgPxe-e9Jfpg==&ch=xydx9wWn0RR9Lh-OAqiy6EnrvPWbUi2sknlkSn2jdGb-akt8pQhPtQ==&jrc=1
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001BfCJtCGm2f4DutxFKUWA_dSoAkOJf8vlm43JqvBkFxysB3JWu2mpDxfenesX0UHJe2ynoRMsGFY52LkT5c6csvWx0cqxumaayzJWvKSkHbWxY8-sTnBVcZGaJd1uZWThaVOvPvt-wmSsYZoCmY24GVrJ9jJBcwrm_hFexOx_9ZPVWFFF92EZJA==&c=5lKLQ1KyUevWRRLj5Z3dqvx_EvRwUxOfNCO7ZqOy-iHgPxe-e9Jfpg==&ch=xydx9wWn0RR9Lh-OAqiy6EnrvPWbUi2sknlkSn2jdGb-akt8pQhPtQ==&jrc=1
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001BfCJtCGm2f4DutxFKUWA_dSoAkOJf8vlm43JqvBkFxysB3JWu2mpD_xqqRsj1oUdq_jz1zvPAvUVI8tXLBGpd3E06Up-Wfh12RydOGe9ycpSC_IljZeD72MnP7rzT1daVFp2K6uPBPWTUt1AWwO9Y1ALVYzEwPKq&c=5lKLQ1KyUevWRRLj5Z3dqvx_EvRwUxOfNCO7ZqOy-iHgPxe-e9Jfpg==&ch=xydx9wWn0RR9Lh-OAqiy6EnrvPWbUi2sknlkSn2jdGb-akt8pQhPtQ==&jrc=1
mailto:neimancenter@columbia.edu


PPE 
May 4, 2021 – July 2, 2021

PPE features recent artworks by 15 artists who work in and 
around the medium of printmaking. The show was 
conceived the week of the Covid-19 lockdowns in March 
2020. In the months that followed, many of us permanently 
and abruptly lost access to people and places that 
significantly impacted our lives. For some printmakers, 
whose practice requires the use of shared workspace and 
equipment, the closures and new safety measures of the 
past year precipitated alternative ways of working. Globally 
we became united in the experience of physical or 
emotional distance, in grief, and in the recognition of 
injustices laid bare by the pandemic. With PPE, we present 
the stories that brewed with artists’ experiences of this 
time. 

We project dual meanings onto the acronym 
PPE: Personal Protective Equipment, but also Printmakers 
in the Pandemic Era. Both themes are touched upon 
throughout the show. All the works featured were made 
within the last year. You’ll see hope conjured with images 
made from recomposing historic manuscripts, satellite 
images of abandoned refugee camps as a result of climate 
change, an installation staying balanced for as long as it 
can, and a sculpture imagining a new way of being: 
outdoors and without the bodies it was intended to interact 
with. PPE’s artists demonstrate resilience through their art 
practices as they capture and imbue value in moments of 
connection. 

PPE brings together artists affiliated with some of NYC’s 
most vibrant print communities: Shoestring Press, LES 
Printshop, and the LeRoy Neiman Center for Print Studies. 
We are thankful for these spaces that fostered a 
community of work and care even in a physically distanced 
time. 

Garrett Ball, Nathan Ng 
Catlin, Mark Dion, Juan 
Hernández Díaz, Cary 
Hulbert, Bicheng Liang 
& Yixuan Shao, Tahir 
Carl Karmali, Nicola 
López, Raphaela 
Melsohn, Lily Moebes, 
Golbanou Moghaddas, 
Jeremy Ruiz, Lane Sell, 
Kyung Eun You 

Curated by Kaela Mei-
Chee Chambers and 
Farah Mohammad 

Nicola López 

https://www.neiman.arts.columbia.edu/ppe-exhibition/tahir-carl-karmali


Joseph Gallivan interviews Nicola Lopez 
about her new show at Elizabeth Leach 
Gallery
Art Focus
Air date: 
Tue, 08/12/2014 - 11:30am - 12:00pm
Short Description: 
Joseph Gallivan interviews Nicola Lopez about her new show at Elizabeth Leach Gallery

  On Tuesday August 12, 2014, at 11.30am Joseph Gallivan interviews the visual artist Nicola 
López. López's work looks at the built environment and traces themes of collapse and 
regeneration. She  will talk about her current show of collages, prints and videos called 
FORECASTING an IMPOSSIBLY POSSIBLE TOMORROW, which is at the Elizabeth Leach 
Gallery until September 27 2014.

From the press release:

Nicola López was born in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and currently lives and works in Brooklyn, 
NY. She received her undergraduate degree in Anthropology from Columbia University in 1998, 
attended the Skowhegan School in 2002 and in 2004 received her MFA from Columbia 
University. In 2011, López was invited to build an installation in the rotunda of the Solomon R. 
Guggenheim Museum (New York, NY). López’s work has been exhibited throughout the USA 
and internationally including, The Museum of Modern Art (New York, NY), Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art (Los Angeles, CA), the Museo Rufino Tamayo (Mexico City) and the Denver Art 
Museum (Denver, CO).  

Joseph Gallivan has been a reporter since 1990. He has covered music for the London 
Independent, Technology for the New York Post, and arts and culture for the Portland Tribune. 
He is the author of two novels, "Oi, Ref!" and "England All Over" which are available on 
Amazon.com

http://kboo.fm/ArtFocus
http://kboo.fm/ArtFocus
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